We are excited to announce the “Advancing Life Science Research with Acoustic Liquid Handling,” Labcyte Symposium - Boston 2015. The symposium will bring leading scientists together to share their work and learn how acoustic liquid handling is enabling their research. Space is limited, so please RSVP to reserve your spot.

LABCYTE SYMPOSIUM

Boston 2015

OCTOBER 28 – 29, 2015
Royal Sonesta Hotel

Please RSVP to reserve your spot – www.labcyte.com/boston2015

with special

Guest Speakers

Alex Stowell  Cancer Research UK
Alexei Soares  Brookhaven National Laboratory
Ben Gordon  MIT / Broad Institute
Elaine Shapland  Amyris
Ethan Perlstein  Perlsine Lab
J. Colin Cox  Genentech

Joan Ballesteros  Vivia Biotech
Johan Jansson  HiFiBio
Jonathan Wingfield  AstraZeneca
Marc Hild  Novartis Institute for BioMedical Research
Mary Jo Wildey  Merck
Scott Mosser  Merck
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